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Session guidelines

Please hold your questions until the end.

Each presentation will be 5 minutes

Handout will be available at 
http://go.unl.edu/21FSpeedHandout

http://go.unl.edu/21FSpeedHandout


Avoiding information dump: A 
method for crafting clear writing 
prompts
Timothy Janda
Lecturer, PIESL and English







Using either Russia or China as a 
model, describe the problems 
associated with a transition to a 
free market economy and explain 
how such a transition can be more 
easily accomplished.

What is the specific topic in the 
following prompt? 

Choose one of the following two 
countries to discuss, either Russia
or China. Then give examples of 
problems associated with that 
country’s transition to a free 
market economy. Finally, explain 
how these problems could be 
solved. 

Revised for clarity



Choose one of the following two 
countries to discuss, either Russia 
or China. Then give examples of 
problems associated with that 
country’s transition to a free 
market economy. Finally, explain 
how these problems could be 
solved. 

Choose one of the following two 
countries to discuss, either Russia or 
China. Then 1) give two examples of 
problems associated with that 
country’s  transition to a free market 
economy. Finally, 2) explain one way 
in which this transition can be best 
accomplished. Note: the question has 
two parts. You must answer them 
both to receive full credit.

Modified to clarify:What are the number of parts 
requiring an answer?





Choose one of the following two countries to discuss, 
either Russia or China. Then 1) give two examples of 
problems associated with that country’s  transition to a 
free market economy. Finally, 2) give a process description 
in which you explain how these problems could be solved 
over time. Note: the question has two parts. You must 
answer them both to receive full credit.

Revised for Clarity:



Choose one of the following two countries to discuss, 
either Russia or China. Then 1) give two examples of 
problems associated with that country’s  transition to a 
free market economy. Finally, 2) give a process description 
in which you explain how these problems could be solved 
over time. Note: the question has two parts. You must 
answer them both to receive full credit.

Revised for Clarity:The final prompt:
Choose one of the following two 
countries to discuss, either Russia or 
China. Then 1) give two examples of 
problems associated with that country’s  
transition to a free market economy. 
Finally, 2) give a process description in 
which you explain how these problems 
could be solved over time. Note: the 
question has two parts. You must 
answer them both to receive full credit.

The problems associated with 
the former Russia’s transition 
to a free market economy are 
(illustration with examples).  
One way in which these 
problems could be solved over 
time is (process description). 

Student answer:





The Value of Early Student 
Interviews in Large Classes
Katherine Nashleanas
Lecturer, Global Integrative Studies



Connecting with Your 
Students

The Value of Student Interviews
Especially in Large Classes

Katherine Nashleanas
SGIS, Faculty of Geography

Teaching and Learning Symposium Fall 2021

knashleanas2@unl.edu

All illustrations are from Creative Commons unless otherwise specified



The “What”
• Individual student interviews at the 

beginning of the semester
• Duration:  5 minutes
• Can be on-line or in-person
• We can interview each other!
• Based on Student Information Sheet 

students fill out the first week of class
• Student interviews are for 5 points of 

Extra Credit



The “Why”
• In large classes especially, students 

are likely to feel anonymous and 
lack connection to the faculty 
member

• I like to get to know my students a 
little better and put names with 
faces (to the best of my ability)

• Open channels of communication
• Let students know they are being 

heard and they have a way of 
connecting with me



The “Why”

• If interviews are conducted in my 
office, students become familiarized 
with where my office is and they are 
invited back any time; students 
interviewing on-line are invited to 
come back any time.

• All are reminded when my office hours 
are and are invited to drop in 
whenever they want to or they can 
request private Zoom time if they 
prefer.

• Opportunity for students to tell me of 
their concerns, to clarify questions they 
may have, or confide certain restrictions 
they may have

• Time for us to laugh together, for me to 
let each student know I see them as 
individuals and that I care about them



The “How”

• Students choose to sign up for a specific 
time of no more than 5 minutes

• Use the Calendar feature on Canvas
• Can fit up to 12 students per hour
• I set aside extra time for this but the interview 

“season” is only open for a specified time 
(example:  2 months)

• Call Canvas Help Line to help set up the 
interactive calendar feature)



The “How”

• Students can only sign up once
• If they miss their appointment (or forget), they 

do not have the option to sign up again
• If there are extenuating circumstances, I will 

make exceptions
• I use information from the Student Information 

sheet to ask them questions specific to them
• Keep a temporary record of each student I speak 

with in order to assign extra points, then the tally 
sheets are shredded.



Instructions for Students:  How to Set up an 
Appointment in Calendar- Step 1:  In Canvas:

• GOTO Calendar (you will find this on the vertical grey menu on the left hand side of the 
Homepage)

• Make sure you have selected the box for our class from the list of classes under CALENDARS on 
the right hand side of the current calendar.  Otherwise, you will not be able to find the 
appointments.

• Click on FIND APPOINTMENT (in the grey box on the right hand side)

• A box with a drop down menu should appear with your class listed.  Click it.

• This will bring you to the Calendar pages where you will see all the 
appointment times that are available.



Instructions for Students:  How to Set up an 
Appointment in Calendar:  Step 2:  On the 
Calendar Page

• Choose a day and time that are available.  YOU CAN ONLY SIGN UP ONCE, SO IF YOU MISS YOUR 
APPOINTMENT, YOU CANNOT CHOOSE ANOTHER DAY!

• If you MUST miss your appointment, contact me so I can open another time for you.  If you do 
not do this, and you miss your appointment, you will lose this chance to earn 5 points of extra 
credit.

• Please choose a day and time as soon as you an.  All three of my classes will be making 
appointments, so spaces will fill up fast.  Once they are gone, they are gone.



Instructions for Students:  On the Day of the 
Interview:

• FOR THE APPOINTMENT:

• You do not need to bring anything with you or prepare for our appointment.  I will be looking at 
the information sheet you filled out in the first week of class, and we will just have a little 
informal chat so we can get to know each other a little better.

• All appointments will take place in my office, 930 Oldfather Hall between 11:40 am-12:20 
pm, or 1:30 pm – 2:30 pm, MWF.

• If you cannot make any of those times, please contact me so we can arrange an alternative day 
and time.

NO APPOINTMENT DAYS OR TIMES FOR EXTRA CREDIT WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE 
AFTER THE DESIGNATED DEADLINE DATE



Proficiency with 
Efficiency: Making the most of 

your student's study time

Fall 2021 Teaching and Learning Symposium
Cal Garbin  cgarbin@unl.edu



How many items should a student practice?  
How many is “enough practice”??

for Proficiency Exercises  “enough practice” is ...

Enough practice of the right kind, in a 
helpful order, with feedback

(that you don’t need to grade)!!



Enough …?   (Most important idea!)
 This is what “proficiency exercises” are all 

about!!
 The student receives one item, completes the 

item, and the item is graded for the student to 
review.

 Then the next item is presented, completed & 
graded.   … rinse & repeat! 

 Keep going until the student has gotten “enough 
correct”  -- then they are done with the 
exercise!

 “Enough” is defined by “got enough correct” 
not “tried some”!!!



Enough…  of the right kind? 

 You can divide your items into “topics” 
 Students must get enough right of each topic to 

complete the exercise.
 So that you are sure students get enough practice 

with “all the different kinds” !

 e.g., Simple machines – 3 topics  
 wheels, axels & pulleys
 inclines, wedges & screws
 Levers  
 Have to get enough of each correct to be done!!



Enough… of the right kind… in a helpful order? 

 You can set up an exercise so that students must 
complete a specific topic before starting another!

 A tremendous opportunity for scaffolding & 
sequencing!! 

E.g., Choosing simple machines
First topic  Learn the kinds of simple machines
Second topic  Learn the kinds of applications
Third topic  Learn which machines are used for which 

applications
Fourth topic  Putting it all together – “Can this machine do this 
job?”



Enough… of the right kind… in a helpful order…  
with feedback?

You can decide what you give as feedback for each item!
 if item is correct vs. incorrect
 reference to some learning material
 the correct answer
 the correct answer & explanation
 explanations about incorrect answers
 any combination you like …



Enough… of the right kind… in a helpful order… 
with feedback.. that you don’t have to grade?

 These things grade themselves!!
 There is some development time, but there are clever 

ways to greatly reduce it, and you only have to build 
things once!

Every semester each student in my Psyc350 class complete 
a minimum of 1423 items, each with immediate feedback 
(usually do more like 2100 each, counting repeats)!

That’s almost 350,000+ items they do that I don’t grade.  



Some uses for this approach?

the Hard stuff – gives structured, ordered 
practice with feedback, until they get it!

Flipped classroom – adds to reading & 
reflection to prepare them for class

“Additional” Topics – adds to coverage of 
topics that are hard to fit into the lectures

 Exam prep – sets a standard for “you’re 
ready for the exam”



Creating more items
more quickly in Canvas
Teaching and Learning Symposium, November 5, 2021
Sydney Brown, sbrown3@unl.edu
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Creating more items
more quickly in Canvas

Sydney Brown
Assistant Director, Center for Transformative Teaching



4 Ways to create multiple items 
from one item

1. Use same response set for multiple 
questions

2. Combine items for compare and contrast
3. Use “Not a…” items
4. Create involved stories that can be used for 

multiple items



1. Same Response Set

• Examine original question
• Add a few more possible answers for a total of 5-8
• Write a question for each answer
• Tip! Think of a matching item turned into individual 

items with the same set of possible answers



One response set, seven items

1. ______, or expectations, can 
allow us to recognize objects faster.
o Schema
o Looming
o Proximity
o Size constancy
o Motion parallax
o Retinal disparity
o Expectancy

2. _____, a position or motion cue that tells us 
something is approaching.

3. _____, items that are closer together are more 
likely to part of the same group.

4. _____, allows us to perceive an object as being 
the same size despite a change in the size of the 
retinal image.

5. _____, a position or motion cue that uses speed 
to identify position.

6. _____, uses differences between retinal images 
to identify position.

7. _____, things that are more common can be 
recognized more easily.



2. Combinations

• Take two or more items and combine
• Emphasizes compare/contrast thinking skills
_____, or expectations, can allow us to recognize 
objects faster, while _____ means that things that are 
more common can be recognized more easily. 

The fill-in-the-blank question type with drop-down 
menus protects against typos yet makes the 
student choose from the full list of options.



3. “Not a…”

• Set of responses common to several questions
• Add one more item that is the “Not a,” or correct answer.

Which of the following is not a sense?
o Hearing
o Vision
o Olfaction
o Touch
o Taste
o Conduction

Which of the following is not a sense?
o Hearing
o Vision
o Olfaction
o Analgesia
o Touch
o Taste



4. Involved Stories
• Story given is complex enough to use for 

several question items
Mary has designed a study to look at the causal relationship between immediate 
environment and feelings of positivity. All participants were run on the same day, between 
11:00 am and 1:00 pm. Mary allows participants to decide whether they will complete the 
packet while sitting at one of several picnic benches outdoors in the library patio or indoors 
at one of the individual carrels in the main study room or the library. Mary is working with 
two other researchers, and the bulk of the packet is collecting data for them. The packet 
being completed by those outside is about attitudes towards sunbeams and unicorns, and 
has the 10 positivity questions for Mary’s study at the end. The packet being completed by 
those inside is about attitudes towards rain clouds and flesh-eating viruses, and has Mary’s 
10 positivity questions at the end. Mary noticed that nearly all the females chose to 
complete the questionnaire inside and the males were about evenly split between indoors 
and outdoors. She also noticed that people sitting inside tended to be coming from the 
cafeteria and those sitting outside tended to go to the cafeteria after they were done.



One Story, 4 items
First, we could generate four different questions, each asking about a variable.

Four Stems
i. Pick the intended causal variable
ii. Pick the intended effect variable
iii. Pick all the subject variable confounds
iv. Pick all the procedural variable confounds

Six possible responses would include
a. Before vs after eating lunch
b. Immediate environment
c. Sex of the participant
d. Feelings of positivity
e. Answering positive questions (sunbeams & unicorns) vs negative questions (rain 

clouds and flesh-eating viruses) 
f. Sitting alone (carrel) or with a group (picnic table) 



Flip stems & responses for a total of 10
Flip the stems and the responses to create six more items

Six Stems (all begin with ….)
i. What sort of variable is  “Before vs after eating lunch?”
ii. What sort of variable is “Immediate environment?”
iii. What sort of variable is “Sex of the participant?”
iv. What sort of variable is “Feelings of positivity?”
v. What sort of variable is “Answering positive questions (sunbeams & unicorns) vs 

negative questions (rain clouds and flesh-eating viruses)?”
vi. What sort of variable is “Sitting alone (carrel) or with a group (picnic table)?”

Four possible responses
i. The intended causal variable
ii. The intended effect variable
iii. The subject variable confounds
iv. The procedural variable confounds



No “Duplicate Question” Option in Canvas

• Canvas does not allow one to duplicate an item 
when making a test bank or quiz

• There is another way



Creating items quickly in Canvas

1. Quizzes > Manage Question Banks
2. Create at least two question banks

a. Template bank
b. One or more “Quiz Banks” from which to draw items 

for the actual quiz
3. Create “template” items in the Template Bank
4. Copy as many template items as needed into 

“Quiz Bank(s)”
5. Edit items in Quiz Bank(s) as needed
6. Create and publish quiz



10 Tips for Creating Accessible 
Course Content
Megan McLeay
Instructional Designer, Center for Transformative Teaching



Accessibility/UDL Resource

https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/120076


Tips for being supportive of 
students with mental health 
challenges
Amy Ort
Instructional Designer, Center for Transformative Teaching



The pandemic exacerbated the mental health 
crisis
• Before the pandemic, 1/4 to 1/3 of students had a diagnosed mental 

health disorder during college
• Up to 95% of college students experienced negative mental health 

symptoms during Covid (Best Colleges survey)
• Around half of students report mental health challenges impacting 

their coursework (Best Colleges survey)
• 'The average student' is struggling with mental health



Tip 1: Give clear, detailed expectations

• Reduces anxiety
• Helps those with organization challenges
• Not everyone can read your mind!
• Saves time asking for clarification



Tip 2: Provide flexibility

• People cannot control timing of illness or appointments
• 'Fairness' means giving everyone the same guidelines / options
• Policies, and any exceptions, need to be clear in the syllabus



Tip 3: Give frequent feedback

• Not knowing how you're doing causes anxiety
• Students have a wide range of metacognitive ability
• Frame as 'how to improve' not 'what you did wrong'



Tip 4: Show you care

• Students are afraid to ask for help
• Especially if your syllabus says 'no extensions ever under any circumstances'

• Provide information about help resources & remind students
• Check in with low performing / missing students
• 'I believe every student can succeed and I am here to help'



Questions?
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